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Abstract
Heterogeneous face recognition is a challenging task due
to the large modality discrepancy and insufficient cross-
modal samples. Most existing works focus on discrimi-
native feature transformation, metric learning and cross-
modal face synthesis. However, the fact that cross-modal
faces are always coupled by domain (modality) and identity
information has received little attention. Therefore, how to
learn and utilize the domain-private feature and domain-
agnostic feature for modality adaptive face recognition is
the focus of this work. Specifically, this paper proposes a
Feature Aggregation Network (FAN), which includes disen-
tangled representation module (DRM), feature fusion mod-
ule (FFM) and adaptive penalty metric (APM) learning
session. First, in DRM, two subnetworks, i.e. domain-
private network and domain-agnostic network are specially
designed for learning modality features and identity fea-
tures, respectively. Second, in FFM, the identity features
are fused with domain features to achieve cross-modal bi-
directional identity feature transformation, which, to a large
extent, further disentangles the modality information and
identity information. Third, considering that the distribu-
tion imbalance between easy and hard pairs exists in cross-
modal datasets, which increases the risk of model bias, the
identity preserving guided metric learning with adaptive
hard pairs penalization is proposed in our FAN. The pro-
posed APM also guarantees the cross-modality intra-class
compactness and inter-class separation. Extensive exper-
iments on benchmark cross-modal face datasets show that
our FAN outperforms SOTA methods.
1. Introduction
Heterogeneous face recognition (HFR) aims to solve the
matching problem of face images with different modalities,
which has attracted much attention and impressive progress
in biometrics and computer vision community.
Early works in HFR focus on the domain-agnostic fea-
ture extraction and metric learning. With limited training
data, hand-crafted features are focused by learning effective
distance metrics. However, these methods still face unsat-
isfactory performance and a bottleneck due to the limited
representation power of the hand-crafted features.
Recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNN)
have made impressive progress in HFR tasks. The poten-
tial of deep networks for tackling the HFR bottleneck is
shown. Although the performance of the deep CNN mod-
els is much better than traditional ones, HFR still remains
to be challenging due to some reasons. First, the NIR and
VIS images are captured using different sensors, and they
have large modality differences which seriously attack the
feature representation. Therefore, learning domain-agnostic
features in heterogeneous face images is a challenging task.
Second, most of existing HFR datasets are of small-scale,
which prohibits the effective training of deep networks. So,
over-fitting during network training easily happens, and it is
incapable of representing identity discriminative features.
In this paper, we aim to solve the two aforementioned
problems: domain private and agnostic feature representa-
tion and network over-fitting towards model bias in HFR ap-
plications. Specifically, we propose a new Feature Aggrega-
tion Network (FAN), which mainly contains three sessions:
Disentangled Representation Module (DRM), Feature Fu-
sion Module (FFM) and Adaptive Penalty Metric(APM)
Learning. Different from the general face recognition, in
HFR the facial appearance contains both domain private
and agnostic information, which, however, received little
attention to disentangle and characterize the two kinds of
information. In order to solve this problem, we propose
a Disentangled Representation Module (DRM), which is
designed with two subnetworks, i.e. domain-agnostic net-
work and domain-private network in Siamese structure. The
domain-agnostic network and domain-private network can
be trained by identity classification and domain classifica-
tion, respectively, for disentangling the identity features and
domain features partially.
Nevertheless, there are many redundant information still
remaining in the identity features extracted from DRM, and
it may shrink the discriminative ability of identity features.
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In order to further disentangle the feature representation, we
propose a Feature Fusion Module (FFM), which fuses iden-
tity features and domain features through different ways to
obtain four kinds of fusion features. The fusion features are
then used to train the identity enhanced network for identity
classification, such that the identity and modality informa-
tion can be further disentangled.
Furthermore, considering the fact that in the cross-modal
datasets, distribution imbalance between easy and hard
pairs always exists, which increases the training over-fitting
and model bias risk towards the larger side, the adaptive
penalty metric(APM) learning with adaptive hard pairs self-
penalization is proposed to train the FAN framework. Be-
sides that, the proposed APM can also guarantee the iden-
tity features with smaller intra-class cross-modality distance
and larger inter-class cross-modality distance.
Due to the small-scale HFR dataset, too many param-
eters may easily lead to over-fitting, which encourages us
to consider the parameter shared network structure. Hence,
two pairs of Siamese networks are deployed as shown in
Fig. 1.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
• A novel feature aggregation network (FAN) is pro-
posed for learning modality-agnostic features, in
which a novel disentangled representation module
(DRM) containing two Siamese subnetworks (domain-
private network and domain-agnostic network) is pro-
posed. With the DRM, the modality and identity fea-
tures can be partially disentangled.
• A feature fusion module (FFM) is proposed to further
disentangle the identity information and the modal-
ity information by bi-directional identity feature trans-
formation (cross-mapping) of the domain feature and
identity feature.
• We propose an adaptive penalty metric (APM) learn-
ing session with adaptive hard pairs self-penalization,
which, to a large extent, reduces the model bias dur-
ing training phase. Simultaneously, it also guarantees
cross-modality intra-class compactness and inter-class
separation.
• Our method achieves the state-of-the-art performance
on three benchmark VIS-NIR databases, i.e. 99.6% on
CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0, 100.0% on Oulu-CASIA NIR-
VIS and 99.2% on BUAA-VisNir in Rank-1 accuracy.
2. Related Work
2.1. Heterogeneous Face Recognition (HFR)
For HFR, the most important is how to eliminate the vari-
ations caused by modality difference. The methods can be
categorized into three groups: subspace learning, modality-
invariant feature learning and image synthesis.
Subspace learning maps the data from different modal-
ities into a new common subspace, so that their modality
difference become comparable and can be reduced. Lin et
al [19] proposed a common discriminant feature extraction
(CDFE) method, which enhances intra-class consistency
and sparseness inter-class of multi-modal data by learning a
common feature space. Lei and Li [16] proposed a spectral
regression-based method to learn a discriminative subspace.
Recently, the W-CNN proposed by He et al [9] combines
the subspace learning with CNN to obtain identity informa-
tion and spectral information of modality difference.
Modality-invariant feature learning aims to extract
modality-invariant features by removing the modality vari-
ations in extracting or learning face features, which is ro-
bust to modality changes. Most of these methods are hand-
crafted features based, such as local binary patterns (LBP),
difference-of-gaussian (DoG), histogram of oriented gradi-
ent (HoG). Huo et al. [12] proposed a discriminative fea-
ture learning method, which maximizes the variance of the
inter-class and minimizes the variance of the inter-class by
learning some image filters.
Image synthesis maps the data from one modality into
another by synthesis, and then learns the features to match.
Liu et al [20] proposed a method based on local linear
preserving to generate sketch image. Wang et al use the
multi-scale markov random field for photo-to-sketch syn-
thesis and recognition. Lezama et al [17] proposed a cross-
spectral hallucination and low-rank embedding method to
synthesize VIS images from NIR images for matching. Re-
cently, the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [6] has
drawn much attention in image synthesis field. Song et al
[26] utilized a Cycle-GAN [34] to realize a cross-spectral
face hallucination, which improving the performance of
HFR via generation.
2.2. Distance Metric Learning
The goal of metric learning is to learn a distance function to
maximize the inter-class variations and minimize the intra-
class variations. Previously, most works focus on learning
Mahalanobis distance-based metrics, but which are based
on a single modality and usually divided into local based
and global based. Most of the previous methods are local-
based. Weinberger and Saul [28] proposed a large margin
nearest neighbor (LMNN) method to force a margin be-
tween a sample’s nearest neighbors of the same class and
its nearest neighbors of different classes. Since the Ma-
halanobis distance metric is developed for single modality,
it is unable to remove variations across modalities. There
have been many methods attempted to learn cross-modality
metrics. In [22], a cross-modal metric learning (CMML)
method was proposed to learn metrics by using pairwise
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Figure 1. The architecture of the proposed FAN for VIS-NIR matching. Three important parts: Disentangled Representation Module
(DRM), Feature Fusion Module (FFM) and the Adaptive Penalty Metric (APM) learning session are included. Where Lid, Ldom and LFid
are cross-entrory loss.
constraints. Kang et al [14] proposed a low rank bilinear
cross-modality similarity learning method, which used the
logistic loss and pairwise distance constraints to learn a bi-
linear similarity function.
2.3. Disentangled Representations
Learning the feature representations from the data for each
task wastes a lot of time and effort. The probability genera-
tion model provides a general framework for learning repre-
sentations. This model consists of a joint probability distri-
bution of data and potential random variables, which can be
found by the posterior probability of the potential variable
of the given data. Kingma [15] proposed a Variational Auto-
Encoder(VAE) framework to learn the reasoning model and
generative model together, and infer latent variables on data.
Recently, Luan Tran et al [27] proposed Disentangled rep-
resentation (DR)-GAN, in which the extracted image repre-
sentation, noise and attribute codes are sent to the generator
to generate a new pose-invariant face image for disentan-
gling the pose variation and identity representation. Wu et
al [30] proposes the Disentangled Variational Representa-
tion (DVR) for cross-modal matching, which uses the vari-
ational lower bound to estimate the posterior and optimize
the disentangled latent variable space.
3. The Proposed FAN Approach
In this section, we elaborate the design of our FAN model,
including the Disentangled Representation Module (DRM),
Feature Fusion Module (FFM) and Adaptive Penalty Metric
(APM) loss.
3.1. Disentangled Representation Module
Firstly, due to the fact that the facial appearance contains
both domain-agnostic (identity) information and domain-
private (modality) information, which are highly entan-
gled, the proposed DRM contains two Siamese subnetworks
for disentangling the identity features and domain features
from the original image. With the supervision of iden-
tity classification, the identity information is learned by the
domain-agnostic network. The goal of domain-private net-
work is learning the modality information that can preserve
the characteristics of each domain by utilizing a domain
classifier.
Specifically, the DRM takes a VIS-NIR image pair as
input. Then in order to reduce the number of parameters
and modality discrepancy, the parameter-shared structure
is designed for the two Siamese subnetworks. As shown
in Fig. 1, the DRM has four streams, with each stream
the LightCNN [29] is used as backbone due to its supe-
rior recognition performance and light-weight parameters.
Suppose the domain-agnostic network to be f(∗;Θ) and
the domain-private network g(∗;Φ), where Θ and Φ are
network parameters. The domain-agnostic network are ini-
tialized by the pre-trained models on large VIS dataset.
We denote the VIS and NIR images as Iv and In, re-
spectively. For each VIS-NIR image pair (Iv , In), we can
extract the identity features xq = f(Iq;Θ) and modality
(domain) features mq = f(Iq;Φ), where q ∈ {v, n}.
The identity feature xv and xn are fed into a cross-
entropy loss based identity classification layer for supervis-
ing the training step, which can be formulated as:
Lid =
∑
q∈{v,n}
CE(xq, yq;Θ), (1)
where yq, q ∈ {v, n} is the identity label and CE(·) is the
cross-entropy loss.
Then the domain features mv and mn are fed into a
cross-entropy loss based domain classification layer, which
is written as:
Ldom =
∑
q∈{v,n}
CE(mq, dq;Φ), (2)
where dq, q ∈ {v, n} denotes the binary domain label (0
and 1 for two domains).
The domain-agnostic network and domain-private net-
work can be effectively trained by minimizing Eq. (1) and
Eq. (2), respectively, for disentangling the identity informa-
tion and the modality information effectively.
3.2. Feature Fusion Module
As is shown in Fig. 1, the FFM includes a feature fusion
part and an identity enhanced network. In order to further
disentangle the identity and modality information, the iden-
tity features are concatenated with the domain features to
form four domain-specified identity features as follow:
sq = [xv,mq], tq = [xn,mq], q ∈ {v, n} (3)
We think that domain-specified identity features contain
enough information, which can reconstruct a domain-
specified face image. So the process that the identity fea-
tures are fused with different domain features are treated as
the cross-modal bi-directional identity feature transforma-
tion.
Then four kinds of new domain-specified identity fea-
tures are fed into the identity enhanced network for identity
classification. Since these new domain-specified identity
features contains both modality information and identity in-
formation, by focusing on the discrimination of identity in-
formation in the identity enhanced network, the ability of
disentangling the identity features of the domain-agnostic
network can be improved.
Specifically, for each VIS-NIR image pair (Iv , In) and
the corresponding identity label(yv , yn), we utilize the
DRM to extract the identity features and domain features
(xv , mv , xn, mn) of VIS and NIR image, respectively. Then
FFM take (xv , mv , xn, mn) as the input to formulate four
kinds of fusion features sq = [xv,mq] and tq = [xn,mq],
where q ∈ {v, n}. The fusion features (sv , sn) and (tv , tn)
share the same identity but different modalities.
For identity discrimination, the four fusion features (sv ,
sn, tv , tn) are fed into the identity enhanced network, which
includes two fully-connected layers with parameters W.
The dimension of the fusion feature is reduced by the first
fully-connected layer, and the second fully-connected layer
is used for identity classification. We employ the cross-
entropy loss based identity classification layer for supervis-
ing the training step as follows:
LFid =
∑
q∈{v,n}
CE(sq, yv;W) +
∑
q∈{v,n}
CE(tq, yn;W),
(4)
With the supervision of the identity classification, the
more discriminative identity information can be extracted
by the domain-agnostic network, which further disentangles
the modality information implied in the identity features.
3.3. Adaptive Penalty Metric Learning
Large Margin based Metric (LMM). In HFR, the ex-
tracted facial features of different modalities usually lie in
two separated spaces due to the large modality discrepancy.
In this case, the distances of intra-class cross-modal pairs
and inter-class cross-modal pairs are inseparable, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). Therefore, it is necessary to design a suitable
and efficient metric that is able to adapt the modality varia-
tion, such that the distances of intra-class cross-modal pairs
and inter-class cross-modal pairs can be separated in the
metric space.
Fig. 2(b) shows the desired results by using large mar-
gin metric (LMM) loss, which focuses on the learning of
the identity feature representation with two distance con-
straints, i.e. small intra-class cross-modal distances and
large inter-class cross-modal distances. For each VIS-NIR
image pair (Iv , In) with the corresponding identity (yv ,
yn), we suppose the extracted identity features to be (kv ,
kn). The pair-wise cross-modality feature distance is char-
acterized by Euclidean distance, and can be formulated as:
D(kv,kn) = ||kv − kn||2, (5)
We define two distance thresholds R1 and R2 (R2 >
R1). It is worth noting that we use Euclidean distance to
represent the distribution of the datasets, so it is reasonable
that the setting of R1 and R2 should be task-specific. Addi-
tionally, due to the large distribution difference of the HFR
data, we normalize the feature vector to partially eliminate
the distribution difference. If kv and kn are from the same
identity, the cross-modal distanceD(kv,kn) is smaller than
lower-margin R2 − R1. Otherwise, the cross-modal dis-
tances D(kv,kn) of the different identity is bigger than
upper-margin R2 +R1. The formulation is represented as:{
D(kv,kn)2 < R2 −R1, yv = yn,
D(kv,kn)2 > R2 +R1, yv 6= yn, (6)
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Figure 2. Illustration of the proposed APM learning idea. Two merits are included: (1) large-margin metric learning for smaller intra-class
cross-modal pairwise distances and larger inter-class cross-modal pairwise distances; (2) adaptive hard-pairs penalties guided large-margin
metric learning for reducing model bias towards hard pairs. (a) Original identity feature space. (b) Ideal identity feature space. (c)
Illustration of hard sample pairs, where w denotes the loss weight, ε1 is the adaptive penalty of the hard positives and ε2 is the adaptive
penalty of the hard negatives.
Specifically, we can simplify the constraint in Eq.(6) as:
min
Θ
R1 − yvn
(
R2 −D(kv,kn)2
)
, (7)
where Θ is the model and yvn is the label indicator for the
pair-wise data (IV , IN ), which is defined as:
yvn=
{
+1, yv = yn
−1, yv 6= yn, (8)
In order to speed up the training, the hinge loss function
h(x) = max(0, x) is introduced into Eq.(7), and there is:
min
Θ
h(R1 − yvn(R2 −D(kv,kn)2)), (9)
By using the hinge loss, the model only optimizes the
sample pairs that violate the constraint for improving the
training efficiency.
Adaptive Penalty Metric (APM). However, the LMM
neglects the fact that there is a serious sample imbalance
in HFR data, and a forthcoming problem is the hard sam-
ple pairs may deteriorate the model training towards model
bias. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the sample pairs of different
identities with distances smaller than the lower-margin are
denoted as the hard negative pairs and the sample pairs of
the same identity with distances bigger than the up-margin
are set as the hard positive pairs. Therefore, the hard thresh-
old R1 and R2 may not be adaptive. On the basis of LMM,
we further originally propose an Adaptive Penalty Metric
(APM), which introduces self-adaptive penalty factors to
the hard sample pairs, so as to improve the training qual-
ity of FAN model.
Let β be the indicator label of the hard sample pairs,
there is:
β=
 1, if D(kv,kn)
2 > R2 +R1, yvn = 1,
1, if D(kv,kn)2 < R2 −R1, yvn = −1,
0, else,
(10)
Since the penalty values of the hard positive and hard
negative pairs are different, we denote the indicator la-
bel λ = 0 for positives and λ = 1 for negatives. Let
ε1 = δ ·D(kV , kN )2 and ε2 = (1 − δ)D(kV , kN )2 be the
penalty of hard positives and hard negatives, respectively,
where δ is the penalty trade-off parameters and 0 < δ < 1.
The penalties ε1, ε2 enable the distance of hard positive
pairs smaller and the distance of hard negative pairs larger.
Then, Eq. (6) can be written as:{
D(kv,kn)2 + ε1 < R2 −R1, λ = 0,
D(kv,kn)2 − ε2 > R2 +R1, λ = 1, (11)
Based on Eq. (9), the proposed APM loss is presented as:
LAPM (kv,kn) = max(R1 + βε1−λ1 ε
λ
2
− yvn(R2 −D(kv,kn)2), 0),
(12)
During the optimization process, the sample pairs of the
same identity that violate this constraint will be pulled into
the lower-margin of the anchor sample, and the pairs of dif-
ferent identities that violate the constraint will be pushed out
to the upper-margin of the anchor sample. Under the super-
vision of the APM loss, the discrepancy of the the modality
variation will be reduced, which thereby enhances the dis-
crimination of identity features.
We integrate the APM loss into the domain-agnostic net-
work and FFM for model training. By adding the APM loss
into the Eq.(1) and Eq.(4), then there is:
LDA = Lid + α1LAPM (xv, xn), (13)
LFFM = LFid + α2LAPM (sv, tn). (14)
where α1 and α2 are the trade-off parameters.
3.4. Training and Testing
There are three stages in training phase. First, the param-
eters of the domain-agnostic network Θ is initialized by a
pre-trained model. Then, the Stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) is used to optimize the domain-agnostic network un-
til convergence by Eq.(13).
Second, we initialize the parameters of the domain-
private network Φ randomly and employ SGD to optimize
the domain-private network until convergence by Eq.(2).
Finally, the identity features and domain features are
fused to generate new domain-specified identity features in
the feature fusion module. Then, we feed the new iden-
tity feature into the fusion feature layer and train the whole
network until convergence by Eq.(14). The optimization
details are summarized in Algorithm 1.
In testing phase, only the domain-agnostic network
f(∗;Θ) is used to obtain feature representations. Note that
the domain-private network f(∗;Φ) and FFM are not uti-
lized for testing. Then, the cosine similarity is computed to
decide whether the two given face images are of the same
person or not.
Algorithm 1 Feature Aggregation Networks (FAN) Train-
ing.
Input:Training set: VIS images Iv , NIR images In, dis-
tance thresholds R1, R2, trade-off parameters α1 and α2.
Output:The parameters of the domain-agnostic networkΘ,
domain-private network Φ and FFM network W.
1: InitializeΘ by pre-trained model;
2: while not converged do
3: Obtain xv = f(Iv;Θ), xn = f(In;Θ);
4: Compute LDA via Eq.(13);
5: UpdateΘ by SGD;
6: Initialize Φ, W randomly;
7: while not converged do
8: Obtain mv = g(Iv;Φ), mn = g(In;Φ);
9: Compute Ldom via Eq.(2);
10: Update Φ by SGD;
11: for t = 1, . . . ,T do
12: Obtain xv = f(Iv;Θ), xn = f(In;Θ);
13: Obtain mv = g(Iv;Φ), mn = g(In;Φ);
14: obtain fusion feature sv ,sn, tv , tn;
15: Compute LFFM via Eq.(14);
16: UpdateΘ, Φ, W by SGD;
end for
17: returnΘ, Φ, W
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Protocol
The CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 face Database [18] is widely
used for evaluating the VIS to NIR face image recognition.
It contains 17,580 images of 725 subjects with variations
in pose, age, and resolution, etc. This database includes
two views, i.e. View 1 and View 2, which are used for
parameter tuning and performance evaluation, respectively.
In this paper, we follow the View 2 of the standard proto-
col defined in [18]. There are 10-fold experiments in View
2, and each fold contains training and testing lists, which
are non-overlapped. There are about 6,100 NIR images and
2,500 VIS images from about 360 identities for training in
each fold. In the testing phase, cross-view face verification
is conducted between the gallery set and probe set in each
testing fold. There are 358 VIS images from different 358
subjects in gallery set. That is, each subject has only one
VIS image. The probe set contains over 6000 NIR images
from the same 358 subjects. In our experiments, parame-
ters are tuned on View 1 first, then the performance of our
proposed approach is tested on View 2.
The BUAA-VisNir Face Database [10] consists of data
from 150 subjects with 40 images per subject, among which
there are 13 VIS-NIR pairs and 14 VIS images in dif-
ferent illuminations. The 9 VIS-NIR face pairs per sub-
ject, correspond to 9 distinct poses or expressions: neutral-
frontal, left-rotation, right-rotation, tilt-up, tilt-down, hap-
piness, anger, sorrow and surprise in our experiments. 900
images (i.e. 450 VIS-NIR face pairs) of the first 50 subjects
are used as the train set and 1800 facial images (i.e. 900
VIS-NIR face pairs) from the remaining 100 identities are
used as the test set. In the testing phase, only one VIS im-
age of each subject is selected in the gallery set (i.e. 100
VIS face images in total) and all NIR images of each iden-
tity are used as the probe set (i.e. 900 NIR images).
TheOulu-CASIANIR-VIS Face Database [2] consists
of data from 80 subjects with 6 expression variations. Fol-
lowing the protocols in [9], 8 VIS-NIR face pairs from each
expression of each subject are randomly selected in this pa-
per. That is, there are a total of 96 images per subject. 20
subjects are selected as the train set and the remaining 20
subjects are adopted as the test set. On the testing stage,
all VIS images from the 20 subjects are used as the gallery
set, and all the corresponding NIR images are constituted
as the probe set. The Rank-1 face identification accuracy
and verification rate (VR) @false accept rate(FAR)=0.1%
are employed to evaluate the performances of algorithms.
4.2. Implementation Details
The LightCNN-29 [29], which is pre-trained on the MS-
Celeb-1M dataset [7] and CASIA-WebFace dataset [5], is
employed as the backbone networks of our FAN method.
MTCNN [33] is also adopted to detect the landmarks of
facial images, then align and crop the original RGB face
images to gray-scale 128× 128 facial images.
There are three steps in training phase. Firstly, we train
the domain-agnostic network in DRM. The batch size is set
CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS BUAA-VisNir
Method Rank-1 FAR=0.1% Rank-1 FAR=1% FAR=0.1% Rank-1 FAR=1% FAR=0.1%
KDSR[11] 37.5 9.3 66.9 56.1 31.9 83.0 86.8 69.5
H2(LBP3)[24] 43.8 10.1 70.8 62.0 33.6 88.8 88.8 73.4
Recon.+UDP [13] 78.5± 1.7 85.8 - - - - - -
Gabor+RBM [32] 86.2± 1.0 81.3± 1.8 - - - - - -
Gabor+JB [1] 89.5± 0.8 83.2± 1.0 - - - - - -
Gabor+HJB [25] 91.6± 0.8 89.9± 0.9 - - - - - -
IDNet [23] 87.1± 0.9 74.5 - - - - - -
Hallucination [17] 89.6± 0.9 - - - - - - -
TRIVET [21] 95.7± 0.5 91.0± 1.3 92.2 67.9 33.6 93.9 93.0 80.9
IDR [8] 97.3± 0.4 95.7± 0.7 94.3 73.4 46.2 94.3 93.4 84.7
ADFL [26] 98.2± 0.3 97.2± 0.3 95.5 83.0 60.7 95.2 95.3 88.0
CDL [31] 98.6± 0.2 98.3± 0.1 94.3 81.6 53.9 96.9 95.9 90.1
W-CNN [9] 98.7± 0.3 98.4± 0.4 98.0 81.5 54.6 97.4 96.0 91.9
RCN [4] 99.3± 0.2 98.7± 0.2 - - - - - -
MC-CNN [3] 99.4± 0.1 99.3± 0.1 - - - - - -
Ours 99.6± 0.1 99.4± 0.1 100 95.5 87.5 99.2 98.8 97.8
Table 1. Comparisons with other state-of-the-art HFR methods on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database, the Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS database
and the BUAA-VisNir database.
to 64, and the initial learning rate is set 1e-4. Then, after 30
epochs, the domain-private network of DRM is trained with
the initial learning rate 1e-3, and the batch size is set as 40.
This training step is conducted about 5 epochs. Based on
the former two steps, the whole network is trained end-to-
end with the same initial learning rate and batch size of the
2nd step. The SGD is employed to optimize the parameters
of our FAN. The momentum and weight decay are set as 0.9
and 2e-4, respectively. The trade-off parameters α1 and α2
are set equal to 0.01. The distance thresholds R1 and R2
are set to 5 and 100, respectively. The penalty parameter δ
is set to 0.5.
4.3. Comparison to the SOTA Models
The comparison of our method with other state-of-the-art
methods on the three HFR datasets is presented in Table
1, which includes traditional methods and deep learning
methods. Firstly, we compare our method with the tra-
ditional approaches, including KDSR[11], H2(LBP3)[24],
Recon.+UDP [13], Gabor+RBM [32], Gabor+JB [1] and
Gabor+HJB [25]. It can be seen that the performance of
our method outperforms those shallow methods with a large
margin. It shows that the superiority of deep learning based
method to the traditional learning methods in HFR.
Secondly, the experimental results of FFN are also com-
pared with state-of-the-art deep learning based methods for
NIR-VIS face recognition, such as IDNet [23], Hallucina-
tion [17], TRIVET [21], IDR [8], ADFL [26], CDL [31],
W-CNN [9], RCN [4] and MC-CNN[3]. It is obvious that
the recognition accuracies of our method are still higher
than other deep learning methods. The experimental results
demonstrate that the identity discrimination of the extracted
features can be improved by disentangling the identity in-
formation and modality-specific information effectively.
The performance of our method outperforms other state-
of-the-art methods. The results of our proposed approach
can achieve 99.6% on Rank-1, 99.4% on VR@FAR=0.1%
on CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 dataset. For Oulu-CASIA NIR-
VIS dataset, FAN obtains 100% on Rank-1, 95.5% on
VR@FAR=1% and 87.5% on VR@FAR=0.1%. In BUAA-
VisNir dataset, our method achieve 99.2% on Rank-1,
98.8% on VR@FAR=1% and 97.8% on VR@FAR=0.1%,
which are better than the previous state-of-the-art methods.
The experimental results show that the identity discrimina-
tion of the extracted features can be improved by disentan-
gling the identity information and modality-specific infor-
mation effectively.
4.4. Ablation Study
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the key components
of our proposed FAN approach, the ablation analysis is con-
ducted. As presented in Table 2, we investigate four meth-
ods, including FAN (a)-(f). Compared with the FAN (a) and
FAN (c), we observe that after fine-tuning the LightCNN-29
pre-trained model with the proposed APM loss, the perfor-
mance on the VR@FAR=0.1% can improved from 97.0%
to 98.9% for CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0, from 72.1% to 83.9%
for Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS and from 90.0% to 97.0% for
BUAA-VisNir, respectively. The results demonstrate that
the proposed APM loss can effectively reduce the modal-
ity discrepancy, which thereby enhances the discrimination
of identity features. Additionally, from the results between
FAN (b) and FAN (c) and the results between FAN (e) and
FAN (f), the superiority of APM over LMM by introducing
CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS BUAA-VisNir
Method Rank-1 FAR=0.1% Rank-1 FAR=1% FAR=0.1% Rank-1 FAR=1% FAR=0.1%
(a): Fine-tuned LightCNN-29 97.8 97.0 99.0 85.1 72.1 94.2 95.7 90.0
(b): (a)+LMM loss 99.1 98.6 100 94.6 79.5 98.2 98.0 96.7
(c): (a)+APM loss 99.3 98.9 100 95.3 83.9 98.4 98.1 97.0
(d): (a)+FFM 99.2 98.9 100 94.9 83.1 98.3 97.9 96.9
(e): (a)+LMM loss+FFM 99.3 99.1 100 95.4 84.9 98.9 98.4 97.2
(f): (a)+APM loss+FFM 99.6 99.4 100 95.5 87.5 99.2 98.8 97.8
Table 2. Ablation study of the proposed FAN approach.
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Figure 3. Visualization of identity and domain features. The red color represents high response while the blue color represents low response.
adaptive hard-pair penalization is proved.
The comparison results of FAN (a) and FAN (d) show
that the proposed FFM can improve the performance on the
VR@FAR=0.1%, and achieves 1.9%, 9.0% and 6.9% im-
provements for CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0, Oulu-CASIA NIR-
VIS and BUAA-VisNir, respectively. The results indicate
that FFM can significantly disentangle the modality varia-
tions and thus reduce the modality discrepancy.
As shown in Table 2, the FAN (f) shows the best per-
formance, which achieves 99.4%, 87.5% and 97.8% on
VR@FAR=0.1% for CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0, Oulu-CASIA
NIR-VIS and BUAA-VisNir, respectively. The results ver-
ify that the proposed APM loss and FFM are useful, and
our FAN method can effectively learn domain-agnostic and
identity discriminative features.
4.5. Feature Visualization Analysis
To examine the effectiveness of our proposed FAN, we visu-
alize the high-level domain features extracted by FAN and
the high-level identity features from three models, including
the pre-trained LightCNN-29 model, fine-tuned LightCNN-
29 model and FAN. Fig. 3 illustrates the visualization re-
sults of the ID features and domain features from the dif-
ferent identity. Obviously, due to the deeper domain layers
contain more modality-specific information, the high-level
domain features from different domains show large differ-
ence. Besides, the deeper ID layers have more identity in-
formation so that the high-level identity features are sepa-
rated between different IDs. In addition, we observe that the
ID features extracted by FAN model are much more simi-
lar than the feature extracted by pre-trained and fine-tuned
model. Consequently, the above observations can show that
our FAN can effectively extract domain information and
identity information and deal with modality discrepancy.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, a Feature Aggregation Network (FAN) con-
sisting of a disentanglement representation module (DRM),
feature fusion module (FFM) and adaptive penalty met-
ric (APM) learning is proposed for modality adaptive face
recognition. The DRM is deployed to learn modality
and identity features by using a domain-private subnet-
work and a domain-agnostic subnetwork, respectively. In
FFM, the identity feature are fused with domain feature
to achieve bi-directional identity feature transformation for
further domain-identity disentanglement. For training the
FAN model, we propose a large margin based metric which
enables the smaller intra-class cross-domain pairwise dis-
tances and larger inter-class cross-domain pairwise dis-
tances. Considering that in HFR data the easy and hard pairs
are seriously imbalanced, we originally propose an adaptive
hard-pair self-penalization on the large margin metric. The
proposed APM effectively alleviates the model bias risk.
Experiments on three benchmark NIR-VIS face recognition
datasets demonstrate that our method outperforms the re-
cent state-of-the-art models.
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